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ALL MEMBERS                             16th October 2020  
 
Colleagues, 
 
I hope this finds you safe and well. 
 
You will remember I wrote to you on the 14th September on behalf of the Executive to update on the potential of having to 
make alternative arrangements for the upcoming AGM which was due to be held this week at the Pavilion at Stormont. 
 
Since then, the Executive have met and have agreed that the AGM will need to be held virtually given the ongoing and 
worrying pandemic. The consensus from those who responded to our survey monkey earlier in the Summer is that the 
medium for such a meeting is Zoom.   
 
We are aware that the NCU will also be holding their meeting via Zoom on the 2nd December and recently the Ulster 
Hockey Umpires did the same and I would like to thank Warren McCully for his advice and guidance on how this was 
organized and conducted, help which enabled our Executive to take an informed decision on this matter and not taking a 
punt to simply get the AGM out of the way. 
 
We therefore will give notice that the AGM for NIACUS will be held virtually on the evening of Wednesday 25th 
November 2020 via the Zoom platform – time to be confirmed but likely to be 7pm.  The meeting should take approx. 
30 mins. 
 
For this to work, we will need help from yourselves as follows. 
 

1) You need to confirm to Joe Moore ASAP is you intend to attend. If we do not hear from you either way by 
Monday 12th November, we will take it you do not intend to attend and will not receive the link to the meeting. 
Apologies will be treated as normal and again, should be forwarded to Joe ASAP If you wish to serve on either 
the Executive or one of the Sub-Committees for the next term, or indeed have any nominations for the post of 
one of the officers then please notify Joe by no later than Monday 12th November.  Do not nominate another 
individual unless you have their permission to do so. 

2) The Annual reports that are given at the AGM will be circulated to all those who confirm attendance for the 
meeting. Should anyone not be able to make it and would like a copy, please let Joe know and we will arrange a 
copy to be send after the meeting. 

3) IMPORTANT: The Zoom call will be a private event so you will need a password to join the meeting. Only those 
with a password will be able to join the meeting and take part in proceedings 

 
It is unfortunate that we need to cancel our traditional Group meeting, but I am sure you appreciate the need to make this 
what is a small sacrifice in light of the ongoing health crisis our country faces, but at the same time, our constitution 
requires an AGM to take place. 
 
I look forward to seeing you on the 25th November and in the interim, Stay Safe 
 
 
Gary 
 
For and on behalf of the Executive Committee of NIACUS 
   


